MALIBU VAN
BEST VAN IN CLASS!
ONE FOR ALL!
Which Malibu
is the one for you?

THE VAN
WITH AN ATTIC
A case for four:
Malibu Van family-for-4

SPACE TRAVEL ON WHEELS
Discover the Malibu Van
first class – two rooms

ONE FOR ALL!
HIGH QUALITY, INNOVATIVE AND VERSATILE – THE MALIBU
VAN IS THE COMPACT MOTORHOME AMONG THE VANS, AND
IS ONE FOR ALL. WHICH MALIBU IS THE ONE FOR YOU?
There are many Vans – but the Malibu Van is unique. It is packed with ideas,
provides top quality and its versatility is legendary. You can choose your personal
travel companion from numerous models, different worlds of style and worlds of
living, and a dozen exterior colours.

KARL-HEINZ SCHULER,
FOUNDER AND OWNER OF THE CARTHAGO GROUP

COMPACT
COMFORT

The Malibu Van is your everyday companion. Less than six metres in
length, it fits in any parking space, either during everyday use or when
you are on the move. It is the ideal second car, and is also a fully-fledged
motorhome with a seating area, kitchen, washroom and large beds in
the rear for a weekend trip or longer holiday.

DO YOU PREFER FREEDOM AND INDEPENDENCE?
If so, the Malibu Van comfort is the model for you. The idea behind it:
maximum independence. The implementation: two length variants,
large water tanks, the exclusive energy-saving absorber fridge, a spacious
kitchen, the innovative 3-in-1 flexi-washroom and a double bed or two
lengthways single beds – your comfortable all-rounder.

DO YOU APPRECIATE HAVING PLENTY OF ROOM AND COMFORT?
Malibu Van first class – two rooms: The name says it all: the unique layout
creates space – for the premium kitchen and the spacious universal tall
cabinet, the unique flexi-washroom 2.0 and the practical changing room,
and for extra-large lengthways single beds. And there is (almost) an unlimited amount of storage space.

ARE YOU LOOKING FOR AN EXCLUSIVE VAN?

CHARMING

fittings, the numerous innovative and practical details and
the high-quality insulation for holiday comfort 365 days
a year. A Malibu is a long-term acquisition with great value
retention. This is shown by the quality of the high-tech main
body and the top quality furniture construction using double
connection technology. It is therefore no coincidence that
the Malibu Van was voted motorhome of the year in its
category two years in a row. Experience Malibu! Visit one
of our approved dealers and service partners – they will look
forward to seeing you!
Let yourself be impressed, and put your trust in the fact
that: A Malibu will give you a great deal of enjoyment for
a long time. I’d stake my reputation on it.

FAMILY-FOR-4

for more than four decades, the name Malibu has stood for
extraordinary vans and motorhomes, which have been
developed and painstakingly manufactured for you with a
great deal of passion and many years of experience. At the
same time, Malibu is more versatile than ever! Everyone can
find their personal dream vehicle: from the compact Malibu
Van to the stylish coachbuilt vehicles and fascinating A-class
motorhomes. Behind all of these there is a clear goal: giving
you more comfort, more functionality, more quality, more
well-being and simply more holiday. The Malibu added value
runs through the entire construction of every individual
vehicle. Some things become clear at first glance, such as
the elegant design of the new GENERATION M of the coachbuilt and A-class motorhomes. Many things are perceived
intuitively, such as the feeling of spaciousness in the vans
with innovative layouts and in the motorhomes with new
furniture architecture. Discover some of the other advantages. Such as the large and well thought-out storage
compartments, the premium technology, high-quality

DO YOU ALSO DRIVE INTO THE CITY?

MALIBU VAN
FIRST CLASS –
TWO ROOMS

DEAR MALIBU FRIENDS,

MALIBU VAN

VISIT ONE OF OUR
DEALERS AND FEEL
AND EXPERIENCE THE
MALIBU ADDED VALUE!

MALIBU VAN

KARL-HEINZ SCHULER,
Founder and owner of the Carthago Group

MALIBU VAN

MALIBU VAN

My major passion is to develop ideas
through to product maturity.
The most important thing when doing
this is to always provide these ideas with
real customer benefit. [...]
We want satisfied customers.

The solution is Malibu Van charming. Three models combine the flexibility
of Vans with the spaciousness of coachbuilt motorhomes. You have the
option of the driver’s cabin coupé variant, or the GT skyview with additional headroom. The features: a large lounge seating area and exclusive
equipment. These are Vans for demanding connoisseurs – with all of the
practical advantages of a Malibu.

DOES THE FAMILY ACCOMPANY YOU ON TRIPS?
There you go: the Malibu Van family-for-4 for families, for overnight visits
from friends or grandchildren or for couples who want additional room. The
Malibu family-for-4 with the pop-up roof has additional room for everyone.
Thanks to the unique sandwich hybrid construction, it is stable, lightweight and well-insulated. A large double bed awaits you beneath it. The
Malibu Van family-for-4 is available in nine variants – from the Malibu Van
comfort to the charming GT skyview.

MALIBU VAN FIRST CLASS – TWO ROOMS

SPACE TRAVEL ON WHEELS
UNIQUE AND INNOVATIVE FLOOR PLAN WITH TWO-ROOM CONCEPT AND CHANGING ROOM,
OPEN FEELING OF SPACIOUSNESS, TREMENDOUS FREEDOM OF MOVEMENT, NEW WASHROOM,
HUGE AND EASILY ACCESSIBLE RANGE OF STORAGE COMPARTMENTS, AND BEDS MORE THAN
2 METRES IN LENGTH.

Make room: Here comes the Malibu Van first class – two
rooms. It is the space wonder among the comfort camper
vans with a washroom. This spaceship of a somewhat
different kind is almost bigger on the inside than it is on the
outside. Malibu Van first class – two rooms, this means:
unique two-room solution with separate living and sleeping
areas and a spacious changing room.
A new kind of lounge seating area geometry increases the
amount of space, and the unique combination of the

ONE MODEL – MANY VARIANTS.
The Malibu Van first class – two rooms is the madeto-measure van. Would you like a large lounge seating
area like a coachbuilt motorhome? Then choose the
charming version as a coupé without overhead storage
cabinets above the front seats or the GT skyview,
which is flooded with light. Does your family go with
you on trips, or do you sleep separately? The solution
is the family-for-4: The innovative, fully insulated and
elegant hybrid pop-up roof provides an additional
double bed in the attic.

spacious kitchen with an adjoining universal tall cabinet
creates space and a unique feeling of spaciousness because
of the clear view from the front to the rear.
Another advantage: The open washroom door and additional
flap element create a fully-fledged changing room in the
middle section of the van with just two manual operations.
This additional room also increases the size of the sleeping
area in the rear at night. Two variable sectional louvre doors
in the washroom provide privacy if the toilet is being used at
the same time. The new flexi-washroom 2.0 has created a
huge washroom and shower room with plenty of space when
using the washbasin, the toilet and the shower. Shelves and
a base unit for washroom items have also been taken into
consideration.
The lengthways single beds in the rear are also huge. The
reclining area at the passenger side is 2.03 m. The two beds
can be connected in a jiffy to form one large double bed
using the optional inlay padding. With a sprung slatted
frame over the entire width of the vehicle and a 7-zone cold
foam mattress for outstanding sleeping quality, of course.
Make room: This also applies to the kitchen units.

The powerful 84 l compressor fridge is located on the front,
making it accessible from the inside and the outside. Deep
drawers, a large work surface, pull-out waste bins – the
motorhome experts in the Malibu development area have
thought about everything. Including a super-size additional
storage compartment. The universal tall cabinet can be used:

HIGHLIGHTS
• Individual selection: Three driver’s cabin/living area
variants – standard, coupé and GT skyview
• Huge additional storage space: Universal tall cabinet,
individually usable, two wardrobes, additional storage
compartments, super-easy to access.
• More comfort in the flexi-washroom 2.0: Large washroom
and shower room thanks to the swivelling toilet and two
variable sectional louvres
• Unique two-room solution: Living/sleeping area separation
with a spacious changing room

DISCOVER MORE AT: www.malibu-vans.com

for the kitchen, as an extra-high wardrobe, as a linen
cupboard, for travel essentials or a combination of all of
these functions. There is room for an extra-large wardrobe
beneath the bed at the passenger side. It is conveniently
accessible using the lift function. You can also conveniently
access the large linen cupboard under the bed at the driver
side with just one manual operation, which is typical of
Malibu. Then there is the storage compartment under the
seating area with a storage drawer, the large storage
compartment with a hatch in the double floor of the lounge
seating group, the overhead storage cabinets and finally the
rear storage compartment. If you need to store anything
bulky, the reclining areas of the two beds can be lifted up.
The best comes last: the Malibu Van first class – two rooms
space wonder is available in numerous versions. This applies
to the living area variants, the Cherry Classic or Cherry Style
worlds of style with the friendly two-tone look, the worlds of
living with numerous upholstery versions and the external
paintwork. The result is a completely personal space wonder.
You too can become a space traveller with the Malibu Van
first class – two rooms.

MALIBU VAN FAMILY-FOR-4

THE VAN WITH AN ATTIC
FOUR FULLY-FLEDGED SLEEPING BERTHS WITH POP-UP ROOF WITH UNIQUE HYBRID
CONSTRUCTION, CONSISTING OF HIGH-STABILITY GRP/RTM HARD FOAM/ALUMINIUM
SANDWICH AND PLASTIC MOULDED PARTS AT THE SIDES.

MALIBU VAN CHARMING

EXCLUSIVE MODELS AS COUPÉ OR
GT SKYVIEW
MORE HEADROOM IN THE DRIVER’S CABIN, LIVING AREA WITH EXTRAVAGANT EQUIPMENT.
Everybody can go on the trip: The Malibu Van family-for-4
with the innovative pop-up roof with the unique sandwich
hybrid construction impresses with an additional attic. Ideal
for families or if you are accompanied by grandchildren or
friends, and also for couples who like to have plenty of room.
Typical Malibu: The pop-up roof didn’t come off the shelf,
but was developed and manufactured in-house.

ONE IDEA, NINE VARIANTS
Nine of the best: The unique hybrid pop-up roof is available
for numerous vans. Malibu supplies it in both lengths for
the Malibu Van comfort, for the extraordinary first class –
two rooms and for all models of the exclusive
charming model series - for the coupé
and also the GT skyview version.
In total, nine new Malibu Vans with an attic.

This is shown by the elegant appearance: The roof is integrated perfectly. That which is good for the roofs of the
Malibu motorhomes, which are recognised as outstanding,
is also good for the Malibu Van: The exterior of the elaborate
hybrid construction consists of the robust GRP “Protect”
roof covering for protection against hail or branches. The
insulating core consists of RTM hard foam, and the inside
of the roof is made from aluminium. All in all, everything is
stable, lightweight and insulated in an exemplary way.
Make yourself comfortable in the attic! Thanks to ingenious
kinematics with scissor hinges and gas pressure springs, the
roof is child’s play to open. The large pop-up angle provides
ample headroom and sitting height. A space-saving folding
ladder leads upwards, and at the top you are greeted by a
high-quality cold foam mattress with a sleeping area of
200 x 135 cm. Cosiness is taken care of by high-quality artificial leather covering on the inside of the roof. Two reading
lights which can be switched on and off separately from the
living area are integrated. The Malibu Van family-for-4 is
available for all layouts of the comfort, first class – two
rooms and charming models.

The Malibu Van charming models impress with
an opulent feeling of spaciousness, like that in a
coachbuilt motorhome. Because they are optionally available in two variants: The Malibu Van
Charming Coupé creates extended interior height
in the driver’s cabin and above the lounge seating

area thanks to the omission of the overhead storage cabinet, and
therefore a unique feeling of spaciousness and a tremendous amount
of standing height. The Malibu Van charming GT skyview opens up a
completely new feeling of spaciousness and ride comfort thanks to the
panoramic skylight and its leather-covered interior liner. The charming
models all have exclusive equipment as standard.

EXCLUSIVE CHARMING SPECIAL EQUIPMENT:
• Choice

of two driver’s cabin versions: coupé or GT skyview
• Choose

from two worlds of style: Cherry Classic or Cherry Style
• Extended

exterior decor with globe symbol and “charming” lettering
• 16”
 Fiat Ducato alloy wheels
• Radiator

grille and headlight frames in high gloss black
• Painted bumpers
• Leather

steering wheel and gear knob
• Indirect

accent lighting via LED light strips in the ceiling canopies at the
driver and passenger sides
• Additional

storage compartment in the overhead storage compartment
in the entrance area

DISCOVER MORE AT: www.malibu-vans.com

VISIT OUR DEALERS
AND CONVINCE YOURSELF OF THE MALIBU
ADDED VALUE.

MALIBU VAN COMFORT

LUXURY ON THE MOVE
MAXIMUM SELF-SUFFICIENCY THANKS TO ABSORBER FRIDGE WITH AUTOMATIC GAS, 230 V OR
12 V ENERGY SOURCE SELECTION, AND SIGNIFICANTLY LOWER POWER CONSUMPTION.

MALIBU VAN COMPACT
Simply take the Malibu Van comfort at its word, since
comfort and self-sufficiency really are its major strengths –
and it has many facets!
One of them is maximum independence. Thanks to the
absorber fridge with automatic energy source selection, the
Malibu Van comfort is self-sufficient for long periods, and
seldom requires the public infrastructure. This is because the
absorber fridge can be optionally operated using 12 V, 230 V
or gas. This allows you to enjoy your holiday in a relaxed way.
The developers have constructed the Malibu Van comfort for
exactly this purpose: with the cosy lounge seating area, a
kitchen full of surprises such as large drawers, a spacious
fridge at convenient hand height next to them or the large
storage drawer in the seating area, which is accessible with
a single manual operation.

COMFORT IN THE VERSIONS
Optional length of 5.99 or 6.36 m, transverse double bed
or lengthways single beds. The family-for-4 version with
the hybrid pop-up roof is available for anyone who requires even more space. Choose between three tastefully
configured worlds of style, more than a dozen material
combinations, textile leather, micro-leather, part leather
and leather, and a dozen or so exterior colours.
The layouts of the Malibu Van comfort vehicles are also
available as charming models as a coupé or a GT skyview
version with exclusive equipment.

One of the highlights on board is the unbeatable 3-in-1
flexi-washroom. This means: a spacious washroom, a
swivelling toilet which disappears into the wall and saves
space, and an amazingly spacious shower, which is neatly
divided off with an articulated wall.
There is a double bed in the rear. Or two lengthways single
beds which extend to a respectable length. Your holiday
luggage effortlessly disappears into the extra-high wardrobe,
the surrounding overhead storage cabinets, the multifunctional rear storage cabinet and the practical storage compartment in the double floor of the lounge seating area.
The appearance is up to you: Which world of style would you
like? The cosy Turin, the classic/modern Cherry Classic or the
fresh Cherry Style? This too is comfort in the Malibu Van
comfort!

COMPACT CAN BE AS BIG AS THIS:
FLEXIBLE ALL-ROUNDER, PARTICULARLY SUITABLE FOR URBAN AREAS AND
IDEAL FOR USE AS A SECOND VEHICLE.
To the supermarket on weekdays, to the office, load the
drinks crates into the rear. At the weekend make the quick
decision to hit the road – above all on holiday! The Malibu
Van compact is the ideal companion on 365 days of the year.
It is the everyday van, the weekend van and the travel van.
Less than six metres in length, it fits into any parking space
or entrance, and is just as handy as a car. But it can do much,
much more, because the Malibu Van compact is also the
perfect holiday accomodation on wheels. Thanks to its clever
design, it is small on the outside and amazingly big on the
inside. The fully furnished four-seater lounge seating area
with its swivel-out table top extension, for example. A large
fridge and good-sized, deep drawers can be found in the
spacious compact kitchen. The compact washroom opposite
is a sheer space wonder. The toilet can be swivelled away,
making room in front of the washbasin or creating a huge,
completely separate shower room with a high-quality
sectional shower door. A double bed or lengthways single
beds can be found at the rear depending on the model, with
conveniently low access in each case. There is room for the
holiday luggage underneath, as there is in the surrounding
overhead storage cabinets, the wardrobe, in the easily
accessible seat box and in the large storage compartment
DISCOVER MORE AT: www.malibu-vans.com

with hatch in the double floor. So big, yet so compact –
definitely the case with the Malibu Van compact!

TWO VANS, MANY OPTIONS
The Malibu Van compact is available in lengths of
5.40 and 5.99 m, with a transverse double bed or lengthways single beds. There are two worlds of style for every
taste, a large selection of upholsteries among the worlds
of living, and about a dozen exterior colours.

MALIBU
MOTORHOME
GENERATION M!
MALIBU ADDED VALUE
A Malibu is more than just
a motorhome

COMFORT PLUS CLASS
The decisive Plus:
Lots of room, equipment and even
more comfort

COMPACT CLASS
Packed with travel comfort
in a small space, weighing in
at 3.5 tonnes

MALIBU MOTORHOMES

DISCOVER THE MALIBU
COMFORT PLUS CLASS
AT YOUR DEALER’S!

THE DECISIVE PLUS:
COMFORT PLUS CLASS, MAXIMUM COMFORT OUTSIDE THE 3.5 T WEIGHT CLASS:
LOTS OF ROOM, LOTS OF EQUIPMENT, LOTS OF COMFORT – ALL IN AN ATTRACTIVE
MAIN BODY WITH LONG-TERM QUALITY.

Would you like a little more? More space, more comfort,
more holiday, even more Malibu? If so, the solution is the
Malibu comfort plus class. The three coachbuilt and three
integrated motorhomes leave nothing to be desired. They
are up to half a metre longer than the biggest models in the
Malibu compact class. Centimetres that pay for themselves.
After the large L-shaped seating area with side seat bench,
there is certainly room for a corner kitchen or an even bigger
luxury corner kitchen. This means: lots of room in spacious
drawers and separation of the lounge seating area with an
elegantly curved kitchen worktop. The spacious fridge which
opens at both sides is mounted at convenient hand height.
In the comparatively compact 460 LE A-class/coachbuilt
vehicles there is a versatile combined washroom with
separable shower. A floor-to-ceiling wardrobe is installed
opposite. The comfort luxury washrooms in the bigger
490 LE and 500 QB A-class/integrated vehicles are even
more spacious. They extend across the entire width of the
motorhomes. The advantage of all of the washroom areas

is the private changing room: swivel open the washroom
door, close the sliding door to the sleeping area – done.
At the rear, the motorhomes of the comfort plus class
feature lengthways single beds or queen-size beds in the
sleeping area. Reclining areas are luxurious, as are the
wardrobes. They straddle the queen-size bed on the left
and right, or are concealed and easy to access beneath the
divided foot end of the lengthways single beds. Because
the cabinets have been lowered into the double floor, there
is room here for a long jacket. On the subject of the fullyfledged double floor: It is continuous, heated and can
accommodate lots of luggage and provisions, as well as
the fresh water and waste water tanks. Bicycles, Pedelecs
and scooters are stored in the rear garage.
The Malibu touring models stand out by being fully equipped
with everything from a driver’s cabin air conditioning system
to a reversing camera – a total of 30 special options at a
highly attractive all-inclusive price.

Of course, each model in the comfort plus class is a real
Malibu. The new GENERATION M sets the standard in its
class more than ever: high-stability construction with frame
members as wall connections and double floor, attractive
design with elegantly curved edges, the completely new
“modernline” furniture architecture with the two-tone look
with concave overhead storage cabinet doors and the unique
feeling of spaciousness. There are also many sophisticated
details directly from motorhome practice. Briefly: Malibu
Comfort Plus class – when you want a little more.

DISCOVER MORE AT: www.malibu-reisemobile.com

COMFORT PLUS CLASS
• Three coachbuilt and A-class motorhomes from 7.20 to 7.50 m
in length
• Layouts with lengthways single beds or a queen-size bed in
the rear
• Combined washroom or comfort luxury washroom
• Drop-down bed as standard in the Malibu A-class, optional
for the coachbuilt models

MALIBU MOTORHOMES

DISCOVER THE
MALIBU COMPACT
CLASS AT YOUR
DEALERS!

COMPACT? GREAT!
COMPACT CLASS WITH SHORT VEHICLE LENGTHS, ALSO PRACTICAL WITHIN THE 3.5 T WEIGHT
CLASS IT CONSISTS OF NINE COACHBUILT AND A-CLASS MOTORHOMES.

One more turn: In all models with lengthways single beds,
the wardrobe is cleverly concealed at the foot end of the
beds. Simply open up the divided end of the bed, and the
neatly hung-up jacket is already to hand, since the wardrobe
extends deep into the double floor.
All models in the compact class benefit from the advantages
of the new GENERATION M. This includes an elegant exterior
design with rounded edges, the high-stability, top class main
body construction with long-term quality with frame
members as the wall connection, and the completely new
“modernline” furniture architecture with the friendly/bright
two-tone look. The concave flaps of the overhead storage
cabinets are eye-catching, giving an extensive feeling of
The compact class of the Malibu motorhomes consists of
four coachbuilt vehicles and five A-class vehicles. The
common feature is the length of less than seven metres
and registration with a gross weight of 3.5 tonnes, for which
only a basic driver’s licence is required. In spite of this, the
compact class has all of the features of the new Malibu
GENERATION M, and therefore full motorhome comfort:
The spacious L-shaped lounge seating groups with additional
side seat provide room for visitors – or the travellers can
simply put their feet up. The practical kitchen centre with
fridge at hand height and six deep drawers are the proof of
perfect use of space. The washroom variants from the Vario
swivelling washroom to the compact luxury washroom
amaze with their sanitary comfort including separate shower
cubicle. The practical changing room gives you privacy.
Finally, you can choose from any of the most popular bed
versions. Have a lie down: At least one of the beds measures
two metres or more.

All of this is available either as a stylish coachbuilt motorhome with the slimline original driver’s cabin or a fascinating
A-class vehicle with an independent design, a panoramic
windscreen and a large drop-down bed as standard.
The developers have worked tremendously hard to provide
maximum comfort in a manageable amount of room.
Excellent examples of this are the 440 LE A-class/coachbuilt
models with the luxurious lengthways single bed layout and
a luxury washroom with a separate shower cubicle. The trick:
the lengthways single bed on the left-hand side in the
direction of travel is pushed in when it is moved to the living
position. In the sleeping position, the shower cabin can be
made smaller with the aid of an ingenious movable bed
construction, and the lengthways single bed can be pulled
out to its full length of two metres. The two models are
therefore half a metre shorter than motorhomes with
comparable comfort features.

spaciousness. And then there are the many sophisticated
details such as the ambient lighting and the plinth lighting,
the practical swing-out shoe cabinet, the large optional TV
screens, with an elegant integrated TV cabinet in the 430 LE
A-class and coachbuilt models and much more. The advantages which are typical of the brand have been retained.
Such as the fully-fledged heated double floor with underfloor heating and ample room for luggage, the large bicycle
or Pedelec garage in the rear or the high-quality furniture
construction with double connection technology. The Malibu
touring models with complete equipment at a bargain price
are a particular tip. Get in and drive away is the motto.
One thing is clear: Malibu – compact is great!

THE COMPACT CLASS IN BRIEF
• Four coachbuilt and five A-class
motorhomes 6.66 to 6.99 m in length
• Layouts with a transverse bed,
lengthways single beds or a queensize bed in the rear
• Vario swivelling washroom, combined
washroom or compact luxury
washroom
• Drop-down bed as standard in the
Malibu A-class, optional for the three
coachbuilt models

200/
195 x 85 cm

I/T 440 LE

DISCOVER MORE AT: www.malibu-reisemobile.com

+/- 30 cm

MALIBU MOTORHOME ADDED VALUE

MORE MOTORHOME. MORE VALUE. MORE HOLIDAY.
A MALIBU IS MORE THAN A MOTORHOME, IT IS AN ADDED VALUE MOTORHOME. BEHIND THE ELEGANT APPEARANCE THERE IS LONG-TERM QUALITY AND MAN PRACTICAL IDEAS.

Top class bodywork with elegant roof and
side wall rounding

MORE INFORMATION ABOUT THE ADDED VALUE
Would you like to know more about the added
value strategy of Malibu? Simply browse at
www.malibu-reisemobile.com . You’ll find all of
the information in words, images and video here.

Best driver’s cabin visibility
concept (A-class)

The most storage space in its class
High quality furniture construction with
double connecting technology

GENERATION M – this means even more added value and
even more Malibu. M for Malibu also stands for M for
Measurement – because Malibu raises the bar for upper
class motorhomes even higher. With top class bodywork,
the exemplary driver’s cabin visibility concept, the most
storage space in this class and extraordinarily high-quality
furniture construction with double connection technology.
Take a close look, you won’t regret it!
On the subject of top class bodywork: A GRP roof protects
protection from hail on top, and a GRP underbody prevents
damage from stone impacts and moisture underneath. In
between there is a high-stability main body with double
floor and a high-tech connection with frame members which
are glued over their entire surface. This holds everything
together – we promise! This is why Malibu gives a ten-year
Body Integrity guarantee as standard. In practice, this

means: Long-term quality with value retention. Thanks to its
high-quality insulation and wall connections without cold
bridges, every Malibu is a motorhome for 365 days a year.
And the rounded edges of the Malibu give it an elegant
appearance. This is also the case if you have any little
mishaps, due to the repair-friendly multi-part rear frame
and easily exchangeable body aprons made from sturdy
aluminium profiles.
Good visibility means safety – holidaymakers therefore
travel in a particularly relaxed way in an A-class Malibu
motorhome. The extra-low dashboard of the A-class vehicles
gives the driver an optimum view of the road, and the
panorama windscreen provides a perfect view of the surroundings. The tapering front end makes manoeuvring
significantly easier. And the large bus mirrors with separate
wide-angle mirror glasses provide the best rear view. A clear

case: Travellers in a Malibu have a good view of everything.
And everything is on board, since a Malibu provides the most
storage space in its class. The heated fully-fledged double
floor has a usable height of almost half a metre in the
external area. It is 17 cm high in the through-loading area.
Access takes place using large external hatches and practical
floor hatches on the inside. With the ambient lighting and
numerous additional spotlights using LED lighting technology. The heated double floor has another advantage: the
underfloor heating effect. There is no such thing as cold feet
in a Malibu. Anyone who rides a bicycle, Pedelec or scooter
appreciates the spacious garage in the rear – heavy-duty,
frost-proof, illuminated and equipped with lashing rails and
lashing eyes. Typical Malibu: developed from practice for
practice – real added value. This is also provided by the living
area with its high-quality furniture construction with double

connection technology. The furniture of every Malibu is
screwed together and also mortised. This ensures that things
are quiet on board while travelling – another example of
long-term quality. The fittings with household quality are
also evidence of this. The equipment of a Malibu motorhome
is not only made for a one-off holiday, but can be enjoyed by
its users for many years. This is also because of the exquisite
design: The new “modernline” furniture architecture with
concave doors increases the amount of room. The friendly,
bright two-tone appearance is inviting. And the elegant
illumination of the kitchen worktop from below and the floor
lighting in the lounge seating area and the kitchen give the
furnishings a floating look. A real wow effect. And therefore
more added value.

